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hotels were both within an easy walk
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fruitful approach to Gibbs’ statistical
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When I saw
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what is called the “Nosé῍Hoover” ver-
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sion of his dynamical equations. Ever
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tal papers of 1984.῎
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own research direction profoundly,
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equilibrium systems.

The resulting interpretation of non-

namics exactly reproduced Gibbs’ ca-

I got to know Shuichi better in

nonical ensemble. This was an intellec-

Japan, along with his charming wife
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tual feat! For 100 years dynamics and
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smooth distributions, provided a fasci-

equilibrium distribution functions as
fractals,

rather

than

statistics were regarded as two distinct
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approaches. Nosé united them. Today

had arranged for me to spend a sabbat-

Nosé’s approach made analyses of such

the applications of this development
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That same year, 1984, I met Nosé
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his revolutionary papers of 1984. His
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Shortly after Carol and I were settled

lasting legacy remains that early work

in Parisῌa real unplanned and unpre-

in Japan, we were invited to an elabo-

together with the memories of those

dictable coincidenceῌmy plane had
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nate to remember Shuichi.

While waiting at the airport’s train plat-

which awarded him its Japan Science

death is a shock for physics, and pain-

form
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with
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a
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We all watched a large-screen

in Paris to attend, several days later, a

Nosé-san had arranged a very com-

workshop on statistical mechanics and

fortable western-style apartment for us
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῎1 One in the Journal of Chemical Physics and
one in Molecular Physics.
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